CHEM1612 Worksheet 11 – Answers to Critical Thinking Questions
The worksheets are available in the tutorials and form an integral part of the learning outcomes and experience
for this unit.

Model 1: The Effect of Concentration on the Cell Potential
1.

If [H+(aq)] = 1.0 M then pH = 0.

2.

At a lower [H+(aq)], the reaction is less favourable and so E will be less positive.

Model 2: The Nernst Equation
1.

For reaction (1), n = 2. For reaction (2), n = 2.

2.

Q=

[H2 O][NAD+ ]

[O2 ]1/2 [H+ ][NADH]

With T = 37 °C and n = 2:

3.

𝐸cell =

0
𝐸cell

-

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹

(1)(1)

= (1)(10−7)(1).= 10+7

lnQ = (+1.335 V) –

�8.314 J K−1 mol−1 �(310 K)

0
𝐸cell is less positive 𝐸cell
as predicted.

(2)(96485 C mol−1 )

ln(107) = 1.116 V

Model 3: Concentration Cells
1.

2.

(a)

Cu2+ ions will move from the more concentrated to the less concentrated solution until the
concentrations are equal. The colour of the two solutions will become indistinguishable.

(b)

The entropy will increase.

(c)

The enthalpy will stay the same.

(a)

No.

(b)

Cell A: [Cu2+(aq)] must decrease.
Cell B: [Cu2+(aq)] must increase.

(c)

Cell A: Cu2+(aq) + 2e-  Cu(s)
Cell B: Cu(s)  Cu2+(aq) + 2e-

(d)

Electrons will flow through the wire from B to A.

(e)

A = cathode. B = anode.

(f)
(g)

0
𝐸cell
= 0 V. If the concentrations are both 1 M, the system is at equilibrium.

Q=

[Cu2+ (aq)]B

[Cu2+ (aq)]A

𝐸cell = 0 –

=

0.1

1.0

= 0.1

�8.314 J K−1 mol−1 �(298 K)

Model 4: Voltaic Cells

(2)(96485 C mol−1 )

ln(0.1) = 0.030 V

1.

The zinc electrode will lose mass and the tin electrode will gain mass.

2.

Sn2+(aq) + Zn(s)  Sn(s) + Zn2+(aq)

3.

Zn is being oxidised and Sn2+ is being reduced.
The Zn electrode is the anode. The Sn electrode is
the cathode.

4.

Electrons flow through the wire, from the zinc
electrode towards the tin electrode.

5.

The anode is negative and the cathode is positive.

6.

SO42-(aq) moves into the zinc half cell (as cations
are being made in the oxidation reaction in this
cell). Na+(aq) moves into the tin half cell (as
cations are being lost in this cell).

Model 5: Electrolytic Cells
1.

The zinc electrode will gain mass and the tin
electrode will lose mass.

2.

Sn(s) + Zn2+(aq)  Sn2+(aq) + Zn(s)

3.

Zn is being reduced and Sn2+ is being oxidised.
The Zn electrode is the cathode. The Sn electrode
is the anode.

4.

Electrons flow through the wire, from the tin
electrode towards the zinc electrode.

5.

The anode is positive and the cathode is negative.
The power source pumps electrons to the cathode from the anode.

6.

SO42-(aq) moves into the tin half cell (as cations are being made in the oxidation reaction in this cell).
Na+(aq) moves into the zinc half cell (as cations are being lost in this cell).

Model 6: Electrolysis of Water
1.

2H2O(l)  2H2(g) + O2(g).

2.

F = (1.602 × 10-19 C) × (6.022 × 1023) = 96485 C mol-1.

3.

Number of moles of electrons = I × t / F = (10.0 A) × (2.00 × 60 × 60 s) / (96485 C mol-1) = 0.746 mol

4.

From the half cell equation for the reduction of H2O, 2e- are required for each H2. Therefore, 0.746 mol
will produce ½ × 0.746 mol = 0.373 mol of H2.

5.

From Q1, half as much O2 will be produced: 0.187 mol.
Alternatively, from the half cell equation for the oxidation of H2O, 4e- are produced for each O2.
Therefore, 0.746 mol will have been produced by ¼ × 0.746 mol = 0.187 mol of O2.

6.

The reduction potential of water is -0.82 V so a cation with a more negative reduction potential should
be used: Cr3+, Al3+, Mg2+, Na+, Ca2+ or Li+,
The oxidation potential of water is -1.23 V so an anion with a more negative oxidation potential should
be used: Cl- or SO42-.
Na2SO4 or K2SO4 are commonly used.

